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In a k ( > 2) sample model, isotonic estimators of locations f?, , . . . . Br take into 
consideration the prior restraint that 8, < ... < 8,. Though these estimators are 
appealling, they are generally biased. The union-intersection (UI-) principle and 
the theory of M-estimation of location are incorporated in the formulation of some 
robust, preliminary test, isotonic (M-) estimators of locations. Associated 
distribution theory of the test statistic and estimator is studied in a systematic 
manner. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Xii, j = 1, . . . . ni be n, independent and identically distributed random 
variables (i.i.d.r.v.) with a distribution function (d.f.) E;;, defined on the real 
line R, for i= 1, . . . . k ( 22); all these k samples are assumed to be indepen- 
dent. Consider the usual location model 
Fi(X) = F(x - O,), i = 1, . . . . k, (1.1) 
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where the 0, are the location parameters and F is a continuous d.f., 
assumed to be symmetric about 0. It is desired to develop suitable 
M-estimators of the vector of location parameters 8 = (0,) . . . . 13,)’ following 
a preliminary test of 
H,:O,= ... =Ok against H, : 8, G . . . G 8,, (1.2) 
where at least one of the inequalities is strict. The preliminary M-test is an 
extension of union-intersection (UI-) tests considered by De [S], 
Chinchilli and Sen [3,4], and Boyd and Sen [2], while the preliminary 
test estimator (PTE) is formulated along the lines of Sen and Saleh [lo], 
but for restricted alternatives. 
Section 2 deals (succinctly) with the classical M-estimators of location in 
this multi-sample context; the corresponding UI-M-test for H,, against H, 
is considered in Section 3. The results of Section 2 and 3 are incorporated 
in the formulation of isotonic M-estimators and their PTE versions in 
Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Asymptotic properties of these estimators are 
studied under a sequence of local alternatives containing HO as a special 
case. The concluding section deals with this relative picture through some 
simulation studies. 
2. M-ESTIMATORS OF LOCATION AND REGULARITY CONDITIONS 
We introduce first a score function Ic/: R + R, defined by 
to) = ti,(x) + @z(x), XER=(-cqcx,), (2.1) 
where both $, and $* are nondecreasing and skew-symmetric functions 
with Ic/, absolutely continuous on any bounded interval in R and ti2 a step 
function having finitely many jumps. We denote these jump-points by 
-cc =u,<a, < .-- <a,<a,+, = co and assume that there exist real num- 
bers CI,, < +. . < up, such that @.Jx) = aj, for x E (aj, uj+ ,), j= 0, 1, . . . . p, and, 
conventionally, we let e2(uj+ ,) = (aj + aj+ ,)/2, for i= 0, . . . . p - 1. We 
assume that 
and 
O-co:,= ~/?~(x)dF(x)<co, 
5 (2.2) R 
s bW)>’ dF(x) < ~0, 
where $;(x) = (d/dx) $,(x), x E R. (2.3) R 
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Concerning the d.f. F, we assume that it has an absolutely continuous 
density function fi such that f’(x) = (d/dx)f(x) exists almost everywhere 
(a.e.), and that 
tf’(xYfW2 @x) < m (i.e., finite Fisher information). (2.4) 
These regularity conditions are all adapted from JureEkovh [7]. 
Now, for each i (= 1, . . . . k) and every real t, we define 
M;.,(t) = f w, - t), t E R, 
j= I 
(2.5) 
and note that by definition M,,(t) is L in t E R. Let then 
rij,l,‘, = supit: M&t) > O}, &,‘,=inf(t: M,,(t)<O); (2.6) 
0. = (J!l) + fg!2))/2 
r,n, r,n, r,n, ' i= 1, . . . . k; 8, = (&,H,, .‘.3 &,J. (2.7) 
Then, 8, is the vector of M-estimators of location parameters based on 
the common score function JI. In this context, recall that the assumed 
symmetry of F and the skew-symmetry of tj (around 0) imply that 
$ = {R $(x) @(xl = 0, and this motivates the normal equations in 
(2.6) - (2.7) for the solution of the M-estimators. These M-estimators are 
translation-equivariant, and depending on the choice of the score function 
II/, they are robust too. For later use, we present the following asymptotic 
results. 
First, it follows from JureEkova [7] and Singer and Sen [ 1 l] that for 
any (fixed) T: 0 < T< 00, for each i (= 1, . . . . k), as ni -+ cx), 
s~p{n;“~ ) Mi,“,(~i+n;“2t)-Mi,,,(Bi)+n~‘2ytl: \tJ < T} --% 0, 
where 
y = 5 R $(x)( -f’(x)/‘(x)> dF(x) is finite and positive. 
We let n=n,+ . . . + nk and assume that as n increases, 
nJn --, Ai: 0 < A; < 1, foreachi(=l,...,k); i Ai=l. 
i=l 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
A direct consequence of (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), and the asymptotic normality of 
the M-statistics (studied in detail in JureEkova [7]) is the following: As 
n-03, 
n’/‘(@, - 0) -% Nk(O, y -‘~2, A-‘); A=Diag(l,,, . . . . A,). (2.11) 
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Finally, (2.11) ensures that 
n”* 110, - 811 = O,( 1) (i.e., bounded in probability). (2.12) 
3. THE UI-PRELIMINARY M-TEST 
Making use of (2.11), we shall incorporate the UI-principle and extend 
the classical test of Barlow et al. [ 1 ] to general M-statistics. Let 
co= (0:8,= ... =tl,=tkR) and o* = (e: 8, d . . . Q e,.. (3.1) 
The (approximate) likelihood function of @, is given by 
L,(O) = f) { y*ni/27CO~)“* exp[ -nJB,,, - 0,)’ 7*/2CJ$]}. (3.2) 
i=l 
Therefore, we have 
sup{&(O): 8 E ~0 } = const 
i 
exp[ - (y*/20;) 2 ni(di,,, - g,)‘] , (3.3) 
i= 1 1 
where 
iv,= i h/n) fJj,,,. (3.4) 
i= 1 
In passing, we may remark that under w, a natural estimator of 8 might 
have been obtained by equating CF= 1 M,,(t) to 0 (in the same fashion as 
in (2.6t(2.7)). In view of (2.8), this natural estimator of 8 would be square- 
root n equivalent (in probability) to 8,. From the computational point of 
view, given the individual sample M-estimators in (2.6k(2.7), (3.4) 
involves no extra computation, while the computation of the natural 
estimator is certainly more involved (although a few iterations should give 
the estimator up to any desired degree of accuracy). From the point of view 
of robustness, for small or moderate sample sizes, the natural estimator has 
some advantage, although in the aymptotic case, there is hardly any 
difference. Next, we note that 
co* = u w(a); (jj(a)=(e:ei=e+6a,, lGiGk,a,< ... <a,}, (3.5) 
aEA 
where 6 is a positive scalar constant, and a belongs to a positively 
homogeneous cone d. Without any loss of generality, we may set 
cI=n-‘~~~=,n,u,=Oand~~=,niuf=n. 
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Under w(a), based on (3.2), the MLE of 6 and 8 are given by 
6:(a) = i AiUidr,n, Z 5 n,Giei,,,3 0 
i=l ( i= 1 
0; = i (nJn) d;,,, = 8,, 
i= 1 
(3.6) 
where Z(A) stands for the indicator function of the set A. Substituting (3.6) 
in (3.2) and using (3.3) and (3.4) we obtain that 
L,(a) = -2 log{ [sup{L,(B): 0~o}]/[sup{L,(0): Ocm(a))]} 
=n(Y2/ai) t Aiai(Bi,nt-8n) 
i 
2 
I ( 
.I i n,Uidi,“,>O . 
> 
(3.7) 
i=l i=l 
We reject the null hypothesis Ho in favor of o(a) for large values of L,(a). 
To obtain an overall test for the entire alternative o = U. EA o(a), we 
incorporate the Roy UI-principle, so that on letting 
d= a:a,< . . . da,,a=Oand i &uf=l , (3.8) 
i= 1 
we set the UI-test statistic as 
L,* = sup{ L,(a): a E d}. (3.9) 
Our main task is to derive a simple asymptotic expression for L,* and to 
study its distribution theory (under the null as well as local alternatives). 
Towards this venture, we make use of the basic results in (2.8) through 
(2.12) along with the Kuhn-Tucker-Lagrange (KTL-) point formula 
theorem in the nonlinear programming theory. We consider a sequence 
(H,) of local alternatives 
H :8=8 n (n) =~TIl+n-~‘~k > kE&, so that 1L’k = 0, (3.10) 
where 1= (A,, . . . . A,)’ and 5 is an arbitrary (fixed) vector in d. By an 
appeal to (2.12) and (3.4), we obtain that under (3.10), 
n1/2 18, - 81 = O,(l), and hence, by (2.8) we obtain that for each 
i(=l,..., k), as n+co, 
n -“2[Mi,J~n) - Mi,nj(Bi.,;)] = n1’2YAi(gi,n, - 8n) + Op( l)9 (3.11) 
n ~ “““i,njBi.n,) = Opt1 19 by (2.5H2.8). (3.12) 
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Consequently, writing tii,ni = Ml,@,) (the residual M-statistic), i = 1, . . . . k; 
A, = (&,’ -**, &k,nk)‘, we obtain from (2.6), (2.11), and the above 
relations that under {H,} (as well as HO), 
n112y i liai(Oi,,, - 8,) = n-“2a’&l, f op( 1); 
i=l 
n ~ “2A, -3 A$( yA&, o$( A - AA’)). (3.14) 
The use of these residual M-statistics eliminates the need to estimate the 
unknown parameter y (for the construction of a suitable test statistic) and 
also introduces other simplifications to follow. To construct L,* in (3.9), we 
introduce another reparameterization whereby we reduce the problem to 
an orthant alternative problem, for which the KTL-point formula works 
out neatly. Let 
-1 lO...O 
where D = 
0 -1 1 ... 0 
fl=D9, 
(k-1)xk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 ... -1 1 
Then (3.5) can equivalently be written as 
 isofrankk-1. 
(3.15) 
a* = u w’(b); w’(b)= (b: bj>,0,j=2, . . . . k}, (3.16) 
beB 
and B is the (k - 1)-dimensional positive orthant. Let 
j-i 
i = 2, . . . . k; R” = (iln,2, . . . . lcin,J. (3.17) 
Then, 
n - ‘/2a’$& = n - 1/2b’fin whenever ai=aiel+bi, i=2, . . . . k; (3.18) 
n-‘121Q, -% A$- I(yUA& &$A*); U = ((u,‘)), A* = ((I;,)); (3.19) 
where 
uyo if j’<j and 1 if j’>j (2<jdk, 1 <j’<k), (3.20) 
A,?,= i li-( i ni)( 5 Ai>, for j,j’=2 ,..., k. (3.21) 
i=ivj i=j i ~1” 
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etn, now belongs to the lower dimensional space in (5.16) (actually the 
boundary of an I-dimensional subset of o*). It is easy to show that under 
(5.16), J’{b 4,. I e,,,) converges to 0 as n increases, for every rr not 
belonging to n,. On the other hand, for 7c belonging to Z7,, 
~{~D,(~,-~~,,)<x+T , *” 6, E R, 1 O,,,) has a nondeg enerate limit, where 
the T*' are defined as in (5.4) with the T, being replaced by the ~7. Thus, 
under (5.16), the asymptotic distribution function of the IME is given by 
lim P{n1/2(8,* -0,,,) 6x ( (5.16)) 
” + CL 
= ,,li~\ 
[ 
1 P{n”*D,& -I+,,) < x + r*‘, 6,~ R, 1 (5.16)) 1 . (5.18) ncn, 
It may be noted that for l= 1, ZZ,=I7 and (5.18) reduces to (5.5), while for 
I > 2, (5.18) involves a subset of the terms appearing in (5.5), and hence, 
the two forms are not isomorphic. In passing, we may remark that if (5.17) 
holds for I= k then within each of the k buckets, there is only one element, 
and hence, n, consists of the cone 8L,n, < . . . < i?k,nk. As such, (4.5) holds 
with D, = I with probability converging to 1 as n -+ co. Thus, in this case, 
the classical M-estimator and the IME based on the same score function 
becomes asymptotically equivalent, in probability. Thus, (2.11) applies to 
the IME as well. 
It is quite clear that the computation of the exact bias and mean product 
matrix of the IME and PTIME is highly involved; even the asymptotic 
case is not that simple to handle. For small values of k (viz., k = 3, 4, etc.), 
term by term evaluation of (5.5) or (5.18) is possible, although the task 
becomes prohibitively laborious as k increases. For this reason, we take 
recourse to simulation studies of the relative bias and efficiency of the 
PTIME and IME. In this context, we interpret the relative efficiency (e*) 
of the PTIME with respect to the IME in the usual way as the inverse ratio 
of the generalized variance of their respective asymptotic distributions. 
6. SOME SIMULATION STUDIES 
We consider specifically the case of three samples (i.e., k = 3) and for the 
M-estimators of location, we choose the Huber score function with K= 1.5, 
i.e., we take 
(6.1) 
All the samples are generated by random normal deviates with appropriate 
shifts in the location parameters. Since the M-estimators are translation- 
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for r = 0, . . . . k - 1. These orthant probabilities may be computed by 
reference to the asymptotic normality result in (3.19) (where under ZZ,, 
5 = 0) and the tables for th e multinormal orthant probabilities considered 
by Gupta [6] and others. Once these w, are computed, the critical level c 
for which (3.27) corresponds to 1 - ~1, for some prespecified level of 
significance c1 (0 <u < l), can easily be obtained from the tables for the 
central chi-square distributions, available extensively in the literature. We 
denote this critical level by c ,*. Then, the UI-preliminary test for ZZ,, vs. H, , 
based on the residual M-statistics, may be carried out as follows: 
Reject or accept Zf, according as Y,* is > or < c,‘. (3.29) 
A key factor in the simplification of this asymptotic null distribution of 
the proposed UI-test statistic is the (asymptotic) independence (for each 
J: +4 s JE f) of the quadratic form and the two indicator functions in the 
right-hand side of (3.25). Unfortunately the non-null distribution (even for 
local alternatives) is not expressible in terms of averages of appropriate 
non-central chi-squared distributions. This problem arises mainly due to 
the fact that when the null hypothesis is not true, though A&‘)&,,, in 
(3.25) is (asymptotically) independent of fiinCJ:PJ and the quadratic form 
~il(J:r’)qG$L(J:l.b the later random variable is not independent of 
I@,,,,:,., 20). As such, the best we can do is to express the asymptotic 
non-null distribution of Yz, under {H,}, in the form 
For the right-hand side, the second factor can be evaluated using the nor- 
mal orthant probability tables, but for appropriate shifts, while evaluation 
of the first factor may be quite involved. Though the non-central chi-square 
(bar) distribution may not generally hold for (3.30), there are alternative 
forms involving central chi-square distributions with mixing coefficients 
depending on the alternative hypothesis which have been worked out by 
some authors (viz., Tsai and Sen [12]), and these may be used (to a 
limited extent) to study the asymptotic power properties of the UI-test. 
Equation (3.30) is quite amenable for simulation studies of the asymptotic 
power function, and for some numerical results, we may refer to Karmous 
PI- 
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4. ISOTONIC M-ESTIMATION OF LOCATION 
We may refer to Barlow et al. [ 1 ] for an excellent account of iotonic 
estimation of the multi-sample normal mean problem. Borrowing their 
general line of attack and the basic philosophy of M-estimation theory, we 
may present isotonic M-estimators of the location vector 0 as the solution 
of 
5 j? Il(X,-S,)l 
i=l j-1 
(or i [i $(X.--Bi)]*)=minimum, 
i=l j=l 
subject to the restraint that 8, < . . . < 8,. (4.1) 
However, in view of the fact that (unlike the normal mean case), the 
$-function is not generally linear (though it could be piece-wise linear as in 
the Huber case), the computational algorithm (such as the “pool adjacent 
violators”) discussed in Barlow et al. [ 1) may not be totally adaptable 
here. Leurgans [9] has addressed the basic issues underlying the use of the 
“partitionng algorithms” in the case of isotonic M-estimation and stressed 
the lack of robustness aspects. Although in our case, we have a well-defined 
replicated design (ensuring robustness), her study reveals the general 
weakness of the usual “partitioning algorithms” in robust isotonic 
estimation problems. On the other hand, by virtue of the JureEkova [7] 
linearity of M-statistics (with related first-order asymptotic expansions for 
M-estimators) and the asmptotic normality results discussed in the last two 
sections, it is possible to formulate a simple algorithm directly along the 
lines of Barlow et al. [l]. We shall follow this approach here. 
We start with the approximate likelihood function in (3.2), and based on 
this reduced data set (i.e., 6, and n,, . . . . n,), we construct isotonic 
M-estimators of /!I,, . . . . ok. The isotonized M-estimator of 8, denoted by t3,*, 
is obtained by minimizing (with respect to 0) 
subject to 8, < ... ~0~. (4.2) 
The algorithm for the computation of e,* is the same one as for the ordered 
mean problem considered in detail in Section 1.2 of Barlow et al. [ 11. In 
particular, there exist a positive integer I: 1 < 1 <k and I positive integers 
k, < ... <k, = k, such that on letting 
k, 
n,* = 1 ni and nidi,JnF 3 j=l,..., I, (4.3) 
i=k,-,+I i=k,-I+ I 
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we have 
6, =(j*lr 
L” n,J ' for i=kjpl + 1, . . . . kj, j= 1, . . . . I; ko=O. (4.4) 
Note that 1, kj, and nr are all stochastic in nature and they depend on the 
relative ordering of the basic M-estimators t?,,n,, . . . . dk,nt. However, there 
are only finitely many possible realizations for these stochastic elements. 
Further, note that the 13:; for a monotone (nondecreasing) sequence while 
within each of the I buckets, the individual 8i,,C violate this monotone prin- 
ciple. Finally, note that the isotonic M-estimators are weighted linear com- 
binations of the basic M-estimators, although the weights are themselves 
stochastic elements and depend on the relative ordering of the initial k 
estimators. Thus we can conceive of a finite set ZZ of partitions {rr) such 
that l7= lJ {rr} and Rk, the sample space of @,, is the set theoretic union of 
disjoint sub-spaces R,, rc E 17. For each no 17, there exists a matrix D,, 
such that 
0; =D,& for 8, E R,, Vn E l7, (4.5) 
where the D, depend on n,, . . . . nk through 1 and n:, . . . . n: which are held 
fixed for the individual partitionings. A a result, we may write in a compact 
form 
f3,* = 1 Z(~,ER,)D,&. (4.6) 
nerI 
Incorporating (4.6), we have for every x E Rk, 
P{n’i2(B,*-8)d~ ((I}= c P{n1’*(D,~,-8)~xx,~,ER, 1 fl}, (4.7) 
nen 
and this form is quite amenable for further analysis. The asymptotic 
normality results on the classical M-estimators studied in earlier sections 
can thus be used to study the asymptotic distribution theory of isotonic 
M-estimators. 
5. THE PRELIMINARY TEST &TONIC M-ESTIMATOR (PTIME) 
It is quite clear from (4.6) and the partitionings R,, 7~~17, that the 
isotonic M-estimator t3,* may not be unbiased unless the individual Oi are 
quite apart from each other in the domain 8, < . . . < 8,. Particularly, for 8 
close to the line 8, = ... = Ok, the isotonic M-estimator may be consider- 
ably biased. For this reason, it may be quite conceivable to incorporate the 
preliminary test in Section 3 for constructing a PTE which should behave 
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more properly for small departure of 8 from the line 13~ = . . . = 8, and 
which for large departures should behave closely to the isotonic estimator 
e,*. With this objective, we propose the following PTIME. 
Corresponding to a preassigned level of significance tl (0 < LX < l), as in 
(3.29), let c,* be the critical level of the test statistic 9: in (3.25). Also, let 
6, = 8,l and 0: be defined as in Sections 3 and 4. Define then 
(5.1) 
Thus the PTIME is a convex combination of the classical and isotonic 
M-estimators of 8 where the mixing coefficient is data based and rests on 
the preliminary test for the homogeneity of the oi against isotonic alter- 
natives. As is generally the case with the PTE, this PTIME is not unbiased 
for 8, even when 8 deviates from the line 8, = ... = ok. However, the 
relative bias of the PTIME and the isotonic M-estimator generally signals 
a clear cut preference for the PTIME. A similar picture can be obtained 
with respect to the risk of the two estimators with suitable quadratic error 
loss functions. A study of the risk of the PTIME and the isotonic ME 
(IME) demands the knowledge of the exact distribution theory of these 
estimators. Unfortunately, the distribution of the PTIME or IME is not 
very simple, even in the asymptotic case. Moreover, in the finite sample 
case, the distribution may depend on the underlying density function in a 
rather involved manner. For the IME or the PTIME, the main com- 
plication arises due to the distribution theory of 0,* and its close relation 
with the preliminary test statistic 6p,* To obtain some meaningul results in 
this direction we consider some relevant asymptotic theory and use the 
asymptotic distributional risk measure to compare these estimates. 
In the asymptotic setup of Sections 2 and 3, we assume that (2.10) holds 
and n is large. Next, we note that if H, in (1.2) does not hold and Hi holds, 
the test based on Y,* is consistent (against any fixed alternative within the 
class depicted by H,), and as such, by (5.1), 6,” and tI,* will be 
asymptotically equivalent, in probability. However, under Ho or for local 
alternatives, this asymptotic stochastic equivalence may not hold, and 
hence, the relative picture becomes an important issue for closer study. For 
this reason, we carry out our investigation in two phases: 
Phase I. Relative picture of the PTIME and IME for local alter- 
natives and under H,. 
Phase II. Asymptotic properties of the IME for fixed alternatives. 
To frame the local alternatives, we conceive of a fixed vector K = (z 1, . . . . ok), 
such that zI < . . . ~7~, and set 
H I,nj: 8 = ecnj = 81 + fl- %, 0 arbitrary; (5.2) 
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by virtue of the translation equivariance of the M-estimators of location, 
we may set without any loss of generality that 8 = 0. The null hypothesis 
H, relates to t = 0. The asymptotic distribution of the unrestricted 
M-estimator (UME) Q,, given in (2.1 l), remains intact irrespective of any 
alternative (with appropriate change for O), but the other versions of the 
M-estimators would have different forms. For the restricted M-estimator 
(RME) 8, in (3.4), (2.11) and (5.2) can readily be used to show that under 
vb”,L 
n”2(i?, - e) -3 Jv(l’z, pa;). (5.3) 
For the IME and PTIME, the asymptotic distributions are of much more 
complicated forms. First, we consider the case of the IME, and denote by 
D;=I-Dn, T”, = DO,z, for ~cEIZ. (5.4) 
Then, by virtue of (4.7), we have under (5.2), 
P(n1’2(e,* - 6,,,) < x} 
(5.5) 
At this stage, we may note that for each 71 E Z7, 
n”2CWk - %,)I 3 A/(0, y-*aiDhA-ID,). (5.6) 
However, n’/*D,(&, -O,,,) and n”‘(&, - Cl,,,) are not asymptotically 
independent (even under Ho), for every rr E l7. Thus, the right-hand side of 
(5.5) may not be factorized into two terms involving the marginal normal 
probabilities. Nor is R, a linear subspace of Rk (typically, R, is a cone), 
and hence, nl/*(& - O,,,) may not belong to a linearly transformed form of 
R,. On the other hand, the individual terms on the right-hand side of (5.5) 
can be expressed in terms of the multi-normal probability integrals (for 
large values of n) over specific sub-spaces in Rk, and (2.11) provides the 
access for this asymptotic simplification. Unfortunately, for such inequality- 
restrained sub-spaces in Rk, for k > 3, compact forms for the probability 
contents based on multi-normal distributions are not available, and 
numerical integration seems to be a feasible way. On the other hand, by 
(4.6), 
(5.7) 
so that using the fact that the components of 8, are independent, 
this expectation may often be computed relatively easily. A similar 
simplification also holds for the second-order moments. 
683/27/l-21 
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Let us proceed to the case of the PTIME. First, using the asymptotic 
linearity results in (2.8), it follows from (3.22) through (3.26) that under 
{Hlc,)} (as well as ZZ,), 9: in (3.25) is equivalent in probability to 
9; = y2c7c2 i n,(t?,f, - iJy, (5.8) 
i= 1 
where 8, is defined by (3.4) and e,* is the IME of 8, defined by (4.2)-(4.4). 
As such, using (4.6) and (5.8), we have 
2': = 1 I@, E R,) n&A,&,, (5.9) 
nel7 
where 
A, = (D&ID, - Il.‘) yzo;*, for 7rEZZ. (5.10) 
Using (5.1), (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10), we may consider the following 
asymptotically equivalent (in probability) version of the PTIME: 
@= c Z(8, E R,)(g,lZ(n&A,&, < c,*) + D,~,Z(n@,A,~, > c;)} 
ner7 
= rFn { Z(8, E R;;))(W) 6, + Z(8, E R$) D,&}, (5.11) 
where 
(5.12) 
Thus, {R$ j= 1,2, nEZ7} is a finer partitioning of Rk, and we may 
rewrite the right-hand side of (5.11) as Cnc17 c,‘=, Z(6, G R$$) Dp)&,, where 
DLl)= 11’ and Dp)= D,, XEZZ. As such, parallel to (5.5), we have under 
(5.2) 
P(n112(Q,PT- e(,,) s X} 
2: .f;, j$l P(n”*D:‘(& - CJ,,,) G x + tzj, 0, E RI;‘,’ 1 e,,,), (5.13) 
and (2.11) can then be used to express (5.13) in terms of an appropriate 
multi-normal distribution over specific sectors of Rk; in this definition, 
T”,~ = (I - D;l’) z and ~0,~ = TO= Dnq for aEZZ. (5.14) 
Equation (5.7) also extends in a natural way to the case of the PTIME. 
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Let us next consider the asymptotic distribution theory of IME in a 
relatively more general setup. Recall that the restricted alternatives we have 
in mind relate to o*, defined in (3.1). This is a positively homogeneous 
cone in Rk, and the asymptotic distribution theory of the IME depends on 
whether 0 belongs to the interior of this cone or near any of its edges. 
Consider an Z-dimensional subspace of o*, where for I positive integers 
k, -c ... -ck,=k, we have 
e k/ml+1 - - . . . =e,,<e,,+,, for j = 1, . . . . 1; k. = 0; and ok,+, = Co. 
(5.15) 
Here, 1 is a positive integer less than or equal to k. It is easy to verify that 
when I = k, i.e., the ei are all distinct and ordered, as n increases, the IME 
and classical M-estimator (based on the common score function) become 
equivalent, in probability. On the other hand, for every I: 1 < I < k - 1, the 
IME and ME are not equivalent in probability, and they have different 
asymptotic distributions. Keeping this in mind, we would like to study the 
asymptotic distribution theory of the IME when 8 belongs to (or lies on 
the boundary of) such a lower dimensional subspace of o*. We may, 
however, note that for 8, > 8,, the preliminary M-test considered in 
Section 3 is consistent, and hence, the PTIME and IME would have the 
same asymptotic behaviour for every 1: 2 < I < k. For I = 1, the picture has 
already been drawn earlier. Thus, there is no need to bring the PTIME into 
this asymptotic study. 
Consider a partitioning of { 1, . . . . k) into 1 subsets [kj_, + 1, kj], 
j= 1, . ..) 1, where the kj are defined by (5.15), and 2 < I< k - 1. We denote 
the centroids of the e-values within these subsets as e,*,,, . . . . 0Y,,, respec- 
tively. Consider then a sequence {HT~,,)} of local alternatives: 
HT~“):ek,_,+l+r=e(*i)+n-“2z,*, 
for r = 0, . . . . k,-k,_, - 1, j= 1, . . . . 1; (5.16) 
where the t,* are all fixed numbers, and within each bucket, the r,* are 
ordered. Note that by definition 06, < . . . < 0;). We shall show that the 
asymptotic distribution of the normalized form of the IME exists and is 
different from that of the classical ME, for each of these local alternatives, 
We denote by IZ, the subset of Rk for which 
max 8,,,,< min 
r<k,-1 kj-l<r<k, 
e,,, < max 
k,ml<rck, 
1 <j<l, (5.17) 
where the d,,,, are the classical M-estimators of the 8,. This subspace 17, 
may then be partitioned into further subsets nl: rrIg II,, and these are 
defined as in after (4.4), but restricted to Z7,. We then refer to (5.5) where 
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etn, now belongs to the lower dimensional space in (5.16) (actually the 
boundary of an I-dimensional subset of o*). It is easy to show that under 
(5.16), J’{b 4,. I e,,,) converges to 0 as n increases, for every rr not 
belonging to n,. On the other hand, for 7c belonging to Z7,, 
~{~D,(~,-~~,,)<x+T , *” 6, E R, 1 O,,,) has a nondeg enerate limit, where 
the T*' are defined as in (5.4) with the T, being replaced by the ~7. Thus, 
under (5.16), the asymptotic distribution function of the IME is given by 
lim P{n1/2(8,* -0,,,) 6x ( (5.16)) 
” + CL 
= ,,li~\ 
[ 
1 P{n”*D,& -I+,,) < x + r*‘, 6,~ R, 1 (5.16)) 1 . (5.18) ncn, 
It may be noted that for l= 1, ZZ,=I7 and (5.18) reduces to (5.5), while for 
I > 2, (5.18) involves a subset of the terms appearing in (5.5), and hence, 
the two forms are not isomorphic. In passing, we may remark that if (5.17) 
holds for I= k then within each of the k buckets, there is only one element, 
and hence, n, consists of the cone 8L,n, < . . . < i?k,nk. As such, (4.5) holds 
with D, = I with probability converging to 1 as n -+ co. Thus, in this case, 
the classical M-estimator and the IME based on the same score function 
becomes asymptotically equivalent, in probability. Thus, (2.11) applies to 
the IME as well. 
It is quite clear that the computation of the exact bias and mean product 
matrix of the IME and PTIME is highly involved; even the asymptotic 
case is not that simple to handle. For small values of k (viz., k = 3, 4, etc.), 
term by term evaluation of (5.5) or (5.18) is possible, although the task 
becomes prohibitively laborious as k increases. For this reason, we take 
recourse to simulation studies of the relative bias and efficiency of the 
PTIME and IME. In this context, we interpret the relative efficiency (e*) 
of the PTIME with respect to the IME in the usual way as the inverse ratio 
of the generalized variance of their respective asymptotic distributions. 
6. SOME SIMULATION STUDIES 
We consider specifically the case of three samples (i.e., k = 3) and for the 
M-estimators of location, we choose the Huber score function with K= 1.5, 
i.e., we take 
(6.1) 
All the samples are generated by random normal deviates with appropriate 
shifts in the location parameters. Since the M-estimators are translation- 
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TABLE I 
Asymptotic Bias and Asymptotic Relative Efficiency 
of the PTE and IME under H,, 
n 
10 0.0061 0.0136 0.0329 -0.1099 0.0058 0.1318 4.3311 
15 0.0069 0.0141 0.025 1 - 0.093 1 0.0074 0.1071 4.9139 
20 0.0070 0.0130 0.0250 -0.0795 0.0068 0.0955 4.2977 
25 0.0039 0.0094 0.0220 -0.0748 0.0021 0.0848 4.7852 
30 0.0057 0.0095 0.0195 - 0.0685 0.0043 0.0776 5.4195 
35 0.0063 0.0103 0.0209 - 0.0601 0.0053 0.0727 5.0517 
40 0.0063 0.0101 0.0180 -0.0566 0.0062 0.0692 4.7341 
Bias 
PTIME IME 
Component Component 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
Relative 
efficiency 
e* 
equivariant, we have taken the location parameter of the first distribution 
as 0. All the three samples are taken to be of equal size (n) and various 
combinations of n and possibly uneven spacings of the location parameters. 
Tables I-VII pertain to the simulation results on the bias and relative 
efficiency (e*) of the PTE and IME. 
Recall that here n stands for the (equal) individual sample sizes, so that 
the combined sample size is 3n. It is clear from Tables I and II that under 
the null hypothesis H, or for small departures from H,, the PTIME per- 
forms better than the IME both in terms of the bias and mean product 
TABLE II 
Same Entries for 8 = (0, 0.1,0.2) (i.e., Equally Spaced Means) 
n 
Bias 
PTIME IME 
Component Component 
1 2 3 
10 0.0894 0.0111 - 0.0428 - 0.0704 0.0052 0.0928 2.0132 
15 0.0822 0.0138 -0.0449 -0.0542 0.0068 0.0689 1.7756 
20 0.0799 0.0119 -0.0421 -0.0425 0.0064 0.0588 1.5676 
25 0.0749 0.0066 - 0.0420 - 0.0382 0.0046 0.0486 1.4826 
30 0.0750 0.0064 - 0.0439 - 0.0338 0.0039 0.0433 1.1027 
35 0.0740 0.0078 -0.0425 - 0.0270 0.0052 0.0396 1.3054 
40 0.0717 0.0077 - 0.0438 - 0.0237 0.0054 0.0371 1.2109 
1 2 
Relative 
efficiency 
e* 
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TABLE III 
Average Bias and Relative Efficiency for 0 = (0,0.05,0.15) (Uneven Spacing) 
Bias 
Relative 
efliciency 
e* n 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
PTIME IME 
Component Component 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
0.0636 0.0287 - 0.0305 -0.0844 0.0158 0.0963 
0.0615 0.0308 - 0.0376 -0.0678 0.0170 0.0723 
0.0614 0.0278 - 0.0376 -0.0554 0.0165 0.0616 
0.0558 0.0235 - 0.0345 -0.0506 0.0113 0.0513 
0.0580 0.0230 - 0.0376 -0.0456 0.0132 0.0459 
0.0579 0.0237 -0.0365 -0.0381 0.0142 0.0418 
0.0565 0.0236 -0.0380 - 0.0347 0.0144 0.0391 
2.5935 
2.3186 
2.1086 
2.0008 
1.9718 
1.8193 
1.6909 
TABLE IV 
Same Entries for 9 = (0.0.2,0.5) (i.e., Uneven Spacings) 
Bias 
n 1 
PTIME IME 
Component Component Relative 
efficiency 
2 3 1 2 3 e* 
10 0.1672 0.0325 -0.1174 -0.0395 0.0186 0.0485 1.2090 
15 0.1446 0.0333 -0.1081 -0.0261 0.0182 0.0295 1.0649 
20 0.1265 0.0293 - 0.0906 -0.0188 0.0160 0.0256 0.9652 
25 0.1103 0.0208 -0.0791 -0.0163 0.0093 0.0191 0.9274 
30 0.0905 0.0223 -0.0641 -0.0153 0.0113 0.0174 0.7065 
35 0.0671 0.0186 -0.0419 -0.0076 0.0107 0.0156 0.8390 
TABLE V 
Same Entries for 0= (0, 0.5, 1.0) (i.e., Large Equal Spacing) 
Bias 
n 1 
PTIME IME 
Component Component Relative 
efficiency 
2 3 1 2 3 e* 
10 0.1315 0.0084 -0.1045 -0.0019 0.0015 0.0280 0.7553 
15 0.0756 0.0072 -0.0572 0.003 1 0.0041 0.0143 0.7620 
20 0.0387 0.0052 -0.0194 0.0045 0.0043 0.0139 0.7978 
25 0.0211 o.Ow2 -0.0071 0.0013 -0.0012 0.0119 0.8278 
30 0.0087 0.0039 0.0033 -0.0001 0.0023 0.0111 0.8743 
35 0.0091 0.0037 0.007 1 0.0037 0.0030 0.0112 0.9082 
40 0.0063 0.0048 0.0095 0.0028 0.0043 0.0116 0.9499 
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TABLE VI 
Average Bias and Relative Efficiency for 0 = (0,0.2,0,8) 
(Uneven Large Spacings) 
n 1 
PTIME IME 
Component Component Relative 
efliciency 
2 3 1 2 3 e* 
10 0.1379 0.0766 -0.1431 - 0.0366 0.0404 0.0238 0.9315 
15 0.0933 0.0597 - 0.0978 -0.0241 0.0340 0.0117 0.8735 
20 0.0546 0.0446 -0.0538 -0.0177 0.0283 0.0121 0.8454 
25 0.0314 0.0302 -0.0311 -0.0159 0.0174 0.0106 0.8580 
30 0.0163 0.0259 -0.0137 -0.0149 0.0179 0.0104 0.8732 
35 0.0118 0.0216 -0.0044 -0.0089 0.0161 0.0107 0.8947 
40 0.0066 0.0194 - 0.0008 -0.0075 0.0149 0.0113 0.8940 
matrix-risk. Also, the bias of the PTIME and IME are not in concordance 
with each other. A somewhat diferent picture emerges in the uneven spac- 
ing case and for alternatives not so close to the null one. The last three 
tables indicate the superiority of the IME to PTIME. This is not sur- 
prising: We have both uneven spacings and moderate deviations from the 
null hypothesis. Thus, for alternatives close to the null hypothesis (of the 
homogeneity of the (!I,), the PTIME performs better than the IME, while 
the opposite picture hols when 6 moves away from the line of homogeneity. 
In any case, if 0 is too far away from this line, the PTIME and IME both 
TABLE VII 
Same Entries for 8 = (0, 0.5, 1.5) (i.e., Large Uneven Spacings) 
Bias 
n 1 
PTIME IME 
Component Component Relative 
efficiency 
2 3 1 2 3 e* 
10 0.0349 0.0187 -0.0182 -0.0018 0.0128 0.0166 0.8411 
15 0.0126 0.0120 0.0010 0.003 1 0.0099 0.0085 0.9319 
20 0.0077 0.0086 0.0082 0.0045 0.0073 0.0110 0.96 15 
25 0.0026 0.0019 0.0094 0.0013 0.0011 0.0096 0.9727 
30 0.0006 0.0050 0.0103 -0.0001 0.0035 0.0100 0.9629 
35 0.0043 0.0045 0.0111 0.0037 0.0036 0.0105 0.9717 
40 0.0038 0.0054 0.0113 0.0028 0.0046 0.0113 0.9596 
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perform very similarly. Moreover, the PTIME is never too inefficient 
relative to the IME, although it can be considerably more efficient (see 
Table I). Thus, the PTIME can be posed as an efficiency-robust competitor 
of the usual IME. For some further numerical studies, we refer to Karmous 
PI. 
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